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Foreword:
To briefly summarize, Hellbound follows the story of Henry Duff, a teenage boy who
dies and goes to Hell. He is offered the chance to stay with the living, on the condition that
he hunts demons for Satan. Throughout the series, Henry must battle Damian, Satan’s son,
and a slew of other demons. With the help of Leslie, his lifelong best friend; Krystal, his
nemesis turned companion; and Rachel, his overbearing, protective sister, Henry will make
his way through the first season learning what it is to rely on your friends.
I started writing Hellbound May 2016, three months before I had even considered it
as a potential Honors Project. I want to make a career out of writing, and this story seemed
to be something to follow. As I was writing, I soon realized that this story was too big for
just a short, or even a feature film. This story I was telling would only be done justice if
written for television.
I approached Dr. Cynthia Baron about the potential of this project. As she had
worked with me previously on another screenplay, she was eager to help me and pointed
me in the right direction to find ways to write a television pitch.
Over the last year and a half, I have devoted much of my time to crafting this story so
that if someone were to look at it, they could easily make a television series out of what
they see. Many people think that all there is to a television pitch is a concept; I must
strongly disagree. There must be a degree of heart and dedication to getting a television
pitch to a place where it is saleable. Ideas cannot be sold; only concrete concepts and
scripts can.
Included in this document is the television format, which contains character sheets,
episode breakdowns and potential ideas for future seasons. One thing that changed
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between the initial proposal and this document is that there will not be twenty-two episode
seasons as I initially stated. I believe Hellbound would work much better as a series that
contained thirteen episodes per season, rather than bloating it to twenty-two as some
shows do. Replacing the other potential episodes for season one are some concepts for
seasons two and three, should the show be picked up and renewed through season three.
While writing the full-length pilot, and developing story arcs for the first season, I
began approaching prominent figures within the film department to work as crew. It first
started with five people; producer Nick Biecker, director of photography David Bratnick,
first assistant director Carlie Merlo, stunt choreographer Emily Bishop-Bosu, and myself.
From there, more and more people from many different disciplines began to come forward,
and soon we had the biggest student-run production with a crew of more than fifty people.
Not included in this document are the full-length pilot, the full-length second
episode, nor the presentation reel as discussed in the original proposal. They will be
included as paper drafts or on a flash drive when Form 2 of the Honors Project is turned in.
For personal reasons, I would not like these published. It will become much harder to sell
the show if the first two scripts are easily accessible online.
I also do not want the presentation reel published online. First, the presentation reel
is still currently in post-production phase. Though I am submitting a working cut of the
short, it is not done to the specifications that I like. This project was a collaborative effort
across film, media and VCT students with many hours of work put into it. I would hate to
rush for a final cut and release something subpar; I would prefer to wait to screen it and
take more time with the editing process to craft the best vision we can.
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Another reason the presentation reel should not be published is because of strict
film festival guidelines. Many film festivals do not allow submissions that are readily
available online. As this is a major avenue to sell the show, I do not want to put the reel in
danger of potentially being rejected for simply being available online.
This Honors Project was one of the most demanding yet rewarding projects I have
ever worked on. Throughout the year-and-a-half long process of putting these pieces
together, I have learned so much about how television shows differ in comparison to film. I
have also made a great deal of new contacts and peers in the making of this project, all of
whom were just as eager to bring my vision to life as I was. It was no easy task, and there
were many sleepless nights and anxious phone calls putting each part into place. However,
all of it was worth it. I love these characters, and I would do it all again. I would like to
thank Dr. Cynthia Baron and Jose Cardenas for taking a chance on my work, my producer
Nick Biecker for always being supportive, and finally my amazing cast and crew, who all
worked extraordinarily hard to make the best movie we could make. Thank you to the
Honors College for affording me this opportunity to create something so wonderful, and I
hope you enjoy reading my plans for the first season of Hellbound.

–Stephen Seiber
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Character Sheets:
The following pages contain crucial information to the main six characters of Hellbound,
including basic things about them, their relationships with other characters, their planned
arcs for the season, and more.
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Name: Henry Duff
Portrayed By: Codey Lee James
Age: 16
Gender: Male
Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual
Socioeconomic Status: Upper Middle Class
Relationship to other characters: Leslie’s Best Friend, Satan’s Subordinate, Damian’s
enemy, Krystal’s peer, Rachel’s brother
Before the Accident: Henry is a kid who isn’t concerned with what happens in the future.
He plays video games, smokes pot with his friend Leslie, argues with his mom and just
barely scrapes by in school. He lost his father recently, but does his best to shut out those
feelings. He’s more focused on the now than the future.
After the Accident: Henry takes the deal with Satan and begins his life as a demon hunter.
Being a hunter, Henry must take on a great deal of responsibility protecting people from
5
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rogue demons. It takes a great mental toll on him as well; the stress starts to break him. He
relies on his friends, Leslie and Krystal, to keep him held together. Meanwhile, he hides his
hunter life from his sister, Rachel, and his mom, Martha. Damian offers Henry a chance to
escape his deal with Satan, but it involves Henry dying and becoming a full-fledged demon.
Henry declines, and finds his aggression becomes worse over the course of the series.

Arcs:
Episodes 1-5:
Henry dies in the car accident outside of St. Thomas, and is offered the chance to
return to the living if he does Satan’s bidding. Throughout these episodes, Henry is learning
how to balance his regular life with his demon hunting life.
Episodes 6-10:
Henry has gotten substantially better at demon hunting, but Damian has been
introducing demons that prove Henry’s situation dicey. While encountering a shapeshifting
demon, Henry accidentally stabs his sister Rachel, putting her in a life-threatening scenario.
After Satan offers her the same deal, Henry must teach Rachel how to be a proper demon
hunter. When she proves unreliable and is sent to Hell, Henry goes back to save her. The
two of them deal with the aftermath of Hell in their own way; Henry goes out to party and
try to forget about it.
Episode 11-13:
After Damian has begun taking over the town, he finds that he and Rachel are
unaffected because of their hunter status. Henry must hide from most of the town as
Damian sets the people out to find him. Henry ultimately decides to surrender, hoping for
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the safety of his friends. When that doesn’t work, Henry finally kills Damian. It’s revealed to
Henry that Satan never intends on letting Henry go to Heaven. When Henry attempts to
give in, it’s revealed that Henry’s fate is tied to his friends, and that if he dies, they will too.

Strengths: Smart, Persistent and Sarcasm/Humor
Weaknesses: Loyalty, Impulsive, and Clumsy
Favorite Music: Indie Rock
Favorite Movie: Evil Dead (Either version)
Favorite Book: The Maze Runner by James Dashner
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Name: Leslie Scott
Portrayed By: Kathryn Gonda
Age: 16
Gender: Female
Sexual Orientation: Homosexual
Socioeconomic Status: Middle Class
Relationship to other characters: Henry’s best friend, Krystal’s new friend
Before the Accident: Leslie lives with her father, Perry Scott, and her stepmother, Erin
Scott. Her mother, Tracy Scott, has been in and out of her life at varying points, always
leaving Leslie hurt at the end. Leslie is too forgiving of her mother, and let’s her back in at
the drop of a hat. Aside from that, she can typically be found in the school parking lot
smoking pot with Henry, not caring deeply about school.
After the Accident: Leslie feels guilty getting Henry into the Hunter mess, given that she
was driving the car during the accident. Leslie vows to Henry that she will help him in any
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way that she can, and she tends to stick to her word. She is not as able as Henry, but she has
much more wit and can find ways out of the situation that Henry can’t. She also becomes
much friendlier towards Krystal given what happened the night Henry was attacked by his
first demon.

Arcs:
Episodes 1-5:
Leslie feels guilty for putting Henry in a life-threatening situation. She takes it upon
herself to help Henry in whatever ways she can, sometimes being better than him at his job.
Leslie’s mother, Tracy, also resurfaces in this critical point in Leslie’s life. Leslie
decides to let her mother in slightly, despite Henry’s protests. Her mother proves to still be
harmful to Leslie’s life, so Leslie attempts to keep her away. She hides this interaction from
her parents.
Episodes 6-10:
Leslie’s parents find out that Leslie has been going behind their back to see Tracy.
They at first are against the idea, but try to be supportive of their daughter. Leslie, however,
does what she can to avoid seeing Tracy. They eventually end up in therapy together,
where Leslie speaks her mind about how Tracy has failed her.
Leslie also begins to form a bond with Krystal through this arc, as Krystal has
become more and more part of the gang. Leslie tries to hide her jealousy of Krystal, not
because Leslie wants to date Henry, but because she worries that Henry and Krystal would
not end well, and Leslie is fiercely protective of Henry.
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Episode 11-13:
Leslie gets upset at the school dance and goes outside to smoke a joint. While
outside, the town begins to be taken over by Damian, but Leslie finds that the cannabis
prevents Damian from entering her mind. She smokes constantly, up until she runs out. She
decides she would rather turn herself over and be with Henry than be controlled by
Damian and cross Rachel. When she finds that her fate is tied to Henry’s, she offers her help
to him again.

Strengths: Smart, Witty, and Personable
Weaknesses: Loyalty, Marijuana Usage, and Mother Issues
Favorite Music: 2000s Rock, Indie
Favorite Movie: Kill Bill Vol. 1 & 2
Favorite Book: Watchmen by Alan Moore
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Name: Satan
Portrayed By: Lucas Ostrowski
Age: Eternal
Gender: Presents Male
Sexual Orientation: He’s just here for a good time
Relationship to other characters: Henry’s boss, Damian’s father
Before the Accident: Satan wants God’s job. He wants complete control of the Earth and
all that happens. He may oversee all of Hell and the Hunters, but he is God’s subordinate.
Satan also proves time and time again that he’s a major screw up; he creates demons
instead of angels, sends people back to Earth who aren’t supposed to go back, and recruits
children to take care of his messes.
After the Accident: Satan finds Henry to be one of the most powerful and resilient hunters
he’s ever recruited during the program’s lifetime. He does find that he fancies Henry over
the other Hunters because Henry is the only one to face Damian on multiple occasions and
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survive. He sees Henry almost as a protégé, even though Satan knows that when it comes to
Henry, he’ll use him, abuse him and lose him.

Arcs:
Episode 1-5:
Satan offers Henry the chance to return to Earth, but only if Henry will clean up his
mess. Satan finds that Damian has been killing all his active hunters, so he offers Damian a
deal; get Henry killed without being the one to kill him, and Hell belongs to Damian. Satan
fully believes that Damian will fail this task. In the meantime, Satan must deliver certain
tasks to Henry when Damian is up to no good.
Episode 6-10:
Satan offers Rachel the same deal as Henry, thinking that becoming a family
business would be interesting. Rachel ends up being lackluster in her performance, which
annoys Satan. When Rachel helps Damian on accident, Satan believes that there is no
excuse and that Rachel has turned to Damian’s side. He casts her into Hell, but is impressed
by Henry’s persistence to bring her back. He lets Henry go get her out of Hell.
Episode 11-13:
Satan watches from afar as Damian gets closer and closer to killing Henry. When it
seems most dire, Satan comes to watch Henry’s demise. When Henry proves himself
superior and kills Damian, Satan brings everyone to his office, discusses how impressed he
is. After several failed guesses as to what Satan wants, Satan reveals that he thinks of Henry
as a plaything, and will never release him nor his friends from the contract. Satan decides
that it has become time to keep a tighter leash on Henry.
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Strengths: Charming, Sweet Talker, Menacing
Weaknesses: Shortsighted, Easily Fooled, and Disorganized
Favorite Music: Hotel California by The Eagles
Favorite Movie: Drag Me to Hell
Favorite Book: The Bible
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Name: Damian
Portrayed By: Noah Eblin
Age: Eternal (Teen appearance)
Gender: Male
Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual
Relationship to other characters: Henry’s nemesis, Satan’s son
Before the Accident: Damian has always lived under Satan’s thumb, and grown to resent
it. He’s seen just how much his father screws up his job, and he wants to do it better. In his
efforts to take over for Satan, he purposely releases demons and takes some to his side to
overthrow Satan. He also has actively tried to terminate the entirety of the hunter program,
recently offing Mitchell Walker.
After the Accident: Damian finds a strong adversary in the form of Henry. Most other
hunters cower when facing Damian, but Henry challenges him and sometimes even bests
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him. Damian enjoys toying with Henry just as a cat might toy with a mouse. He
underestimates Henry and his friends, which proves to be his downfall.

Arcs:
Episode 1-5:
Damian, having previously killed off demon hunters, catches wind of new hunter
Henry Duff. He knows that Satan hates to have his projects killed, so he seeks out Henry to
kill him. Confident in his abilities, Damian agrees to kill Henry without actually touching
him, and in exchange he gets to control Hell. Damian manages to steal a spell book from
Satan, and summons more powerful demons than he previously could.
Episode 6-10:
Damian finds that killing Henry is more challenging than it seems. He decides to up
the ante, and ultimately gets Henry to accidentally kill his sister. To mess with them even
further, Damian recruits Rachel without her knowledge to help him summon a series of
demons meant to destroy Henry. He is further and further entrenched into Henry’s life,
casually screwing everything up for Henry in whatever way he can. Damian also finds
himself fancying Krystal, though Krystal clearly does not reciprocate given that he always
tries to murder Henry and Leslie.
Episode 11-13:
Damian decides to delve into some darker magic in the Spell Book he stole, and
takes over the town. He starts with Mrs. Roberts, and uses her to begin spreading his
control. He finally takes control of the whole town and offers Henry an ultimatum; turn
himself in, or his parents will hang themselves. When he thinks he’s won, Damian toys with
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Henry, which proves to be his downfall. Krystal breaks from his spell, which infuriates him.
Later, Mrs. Roberts wakes up from her trance. Henry just barely kills Damian. Having lost,
Damian is cast into the ninth circle of Hell to be tortured for all eternity, unless he can
escape.

Strengths: Manipulative, Strong
Weaknesses: Headstrong, Cocky
Favorite Music: Punk Rock
Favorite Movie: The Omen (2006)
Favorite Book: DeathNote series by Tsugumi Ohba
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Name: Krystal Glover
Portrayed By: Emily Drake
Age: 17
Gender: Female
Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual
Socioeconomic Status: Upper Class
Relationship to other characters: Tolerates Henry, friendly with Leslie, becomes friends
with Rachel
Before the Accident: Krystal is the popular girl at St. Thomas. Her father is the principal of
the school; he bases his actions as principal on how Krystal does at school. Her and her
cronies hang about the school, owning the territory. Krystal does not like Henry and thinks
he’s a jerk. She doesn’t approve of Leslie’s sexual orientation, but respects her as a person.
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After the Accident: After seeing Henry kill his first demon, Krystal at first tries to reject
that it happened and blames it on Leslie’s pot. For a while she’s able to convince herself, but
inevitably gives in and accepts that demons are real. From there she does what she can to
help Henry and Leslie with hunting, including placating Henry’s sister Rachel to keep
Rachel out of Henry’s way. Krystal becomes a much stronger individual, ditching her
shallow friends and breaking it off with her cheating boyfriend Kyle, to find fulfillment in
herself.

Arcs:
Episode 1-5:
Krystal does not get along with Henry and Leslie in the beginning. Somehow, she
gets dragged into the whole demon-hunting situation despite her best attempts to distance
herself from Henry and Leslie. She ultimately realizes that Henry and Leslie, despite their
differences, are much more reliable, authentic friends than the people she hung out with
prior to the accident. She begins to hang out with Henry and Leslie, and moves away from
being around her ex-boyfriend, Kyle, and her former best friend, Marnie.
Episode 6-10:
Krystal starts to deal with the repercussions of not being the most powerful person
in school anymore, given that she has withdrawn from that scene. She becomes much
closer to Henry throughout this time, and begins to befriend Leslie. As Rachel is brought
into demon club, Krystal tries to help Rachel come to terms with the whole concept of
demon hunting.
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Episode 11-13:
Krystal tries to maintain some of her responsibilities on the dance committee, but is
overtaken by a mutiny performed by former friend Marnie. Once Damian begins to take
over, Krystal goes with the gang to hide out, only to reveal that she is also under Damian’s
control. In the final episode, we see Krystal can break away from Damian’s control in a way
that she isn’t supposed to. Perhaps she has some underlying powers she has yet to reveal.

Strengths: Determined, Reliable, and Personable
Weaknesses: Dismissive, Weak, and Can Be Manipulated
Favorite Music: Current Pop
Favorite Movie: Mean Girls
Favorite Book: Divergent by Veronica Roth
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Name: Rachel Duff
Portrayed By: Rachael Keucher
Age: 17
Gender: Female
Sexual Orientation: Heterosexual
Socioeconomic Status: Upper Middle Class
Relationship with other characters: Henry’s sister, acquainted with Leslie, becomes
Satan’s employee, becomes friends with Krystal
Before the Accident: In the absence of their late father and their working mother, Rachel
takes on a maternal role for Henry, even when Henry doesn’t like it. She tries to make sure
that he is okay. She often is the one to mediate between Henry and Martha. She also
matured much faster than Henry did.
After the Accident: Rachel is very aware of something going on with Henry, and tries to
find out what it is. She finds that Krystal has been hanging with Henry a lot, and befriends
her to find out about Henry. When Rachel is accidentally hurt while Henry fights a demon,
she too becomes a hunter and learns the truth about Henry’s secret life. She is not up to the
20
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task, and gets cast to Hell. Her brother saves her. After that, she helps Henry hide his hunter
life from their mother, Martha.

Arcs:
Episode 1-5:
Rachel finds that Henry has become moodier and much more secretive around her.
She spends her time trying to insert herself into Henry’s life and figure out what he is doing
to make him so stressed all the time. She is completely unaware of Henry’s demon hunting
adventures.
Episode 6-10:
Rachel is accidentally stabbed by Henry when a shapeshifter impersonates her, and
she happens to be in the wrong place at the wrong time. In exchange for staying on Earth,
Rachel agrees to become a demon hunter, and Henry agrees to teach her and monitor her.
She finds she is not a great demon hunter; and accidentally helps Damian release some
demons. She is put in Hell for a day, briefly tortured. She must find a way to cope with what
happened after she leaves Hell.
Episode 11-13:
Rachel tries to step back from Henry and the gang after the ordeal. Once Damian
takes over the town, Rachel goes out in search of Henry to help him. She helps him clean his
wounds and hide him. When Henry gives himself up, Rachel refuses to surrender and
comes up with her own plan to take down Damian, which she ultimately succeeds in.
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Strengths: Compassionate, Determined,
Weaknesses: Probing, Easily Manipulated
Favorite Music: 90s Pop
Favorite Movie: The Breakfast Club
Favorite Book: Looking for Alaska by John Green

NOTE: Due to time constraints, the character Rachel was cut from the presentation
reel. However, Rachel is featured prominently throughout the series, particularly the
second and third arcs of season one.
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Episode Breakdowns:
The following pages contain the scene-by-scene plans for the first thirteen episodes of
Hellbound.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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EPISODE ONE: Pilot / Follow Me Down
TEASER/ACT 1
ACT 2
ACT 3
TEASER: Damian
kills a demon
hunter. (C)
GRAPHIC:
HELLBOUND
ACT 1:
Introduce Henry
and his sister
Rachel. (A)
Introduce Leslie,
Leslie and Henry
smoke a joint.
(A/B)
Leslie and Henry
go get breakfast,
Leslie flirts with
the waitress,
introduce Krystal
(A/B)
Henry and Leslie
go to the car, see
a demon (does
not know what it
is at the time) (A)

Satan offers Henry
the demon hunting
position. Henry
accepts. (A)

Leslie is at the
diner, pissed that
Henry blew her
off. She smokes
with Krystal a bit.
(B)
Henry wakes up in Satan shows
the hospital. Leslie Henry what a
and Rachel are
demon looks like.
waiting. Henry tells (A)
Leslie. (A/B)
Henry and Rachel
Damian prepares
go home to mom,
to send a demon
who is angry
Henry’s way. (C)
Henry cut class. (A)
Leslie is also home, Leslie and Krystal
with her dad and
eat and talk at the
stepmom worried
diner. (B)
more than angry.
(B)
Henry skips out to
meet Leslie at the
diner. He runs into
Satan. (A)

Satan and Henry
go over details of
the contract. (A)

6.

The car accident
occurs, Henry’s
life hangs in the
balance. (A)

Damian finds out
that Henry has
been newly
appointed to the
position. (C)

Damian summons
a demon, sends
him after Henry.
(C)

7.

Henry wakes up
in Hell, meets
Satan. (A)
14p

Satan takes Henry
out to see what a
demon is. Henry
kills his first
demon. (A) 28p

Henry is
blindsided by
another demon,
holding him in a
chokehold against
the ground. (A)
42p

Stephen Seiber

ACT 4
Henry breaks
away from the
chokehold, runs.
(A)
Leslie finds Henry
behind Andy’s. She
also finds the
demon. (B)
Henry, with Leslie
by his side,
manage to kill the
demon. (A)
Damian is
surprised to find
that Henry took
out the demon.
Maybe a more
formidable foe. (C)
Henry and Leslie
get home to find
Rachel still awake.
Henry tells Satan
about the demon.
(A/B)
Satan tells Damian
to get away.
Damian refuses.
Satan makes a deal
with Damian. (C)
Henry goes to bed.
He hears a bump
somewhere
outside. He
ignores it. (A) 56p
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

TEASER/ACT 1
TEASER: Henry
runs through a
mall hunting a
demon. Leslie
helps him. Henry
gets wrecked.
GRAPHIC: TITLE
ACT 1: Leslie
helps Henry
bandage his
wounds from the
mall. Reminds
him of the math
test.
Krystal gets
ready for school,
puts on a brave
face. Has a
conversation
with dad about
school.
Martha and
Rachel enjoy
breakfast. Henry
tries to breeze
past them.
Leslie sees
Krystal at school;
Krystal pretends
nothing
happened before.
Damian speaks
with the demon
Henry was
hunting. Sends
him to the school.
While in the
middle of a
science lecture,
Satan appears
pretending to be
a teacher.

The First Season
EPISODE TWO: Going to Hell
ACT 2
ACT 3

Stephen Seiber

ACT 4

Satan tells Henry
that there is a
demon in the
school. He only
knows it’s in the
building, but not a
specific location.
Leslie sees Krystal
walking with Kyle;
says nothing. She
receives another
call from mom.

Leslie runs into
Henry and meets
Satan for the first
time. She tries to
tell Henry about
her mom, but he’s
busy.
A faculty member
stops Damian and
tells him to go to
class.

Henry declines.
Damian shrugs it
off, says he has a
demon on his way
to kill Henry.

Henry goes to the
gym to look for the
demon with Satan;
they find a couple
making out
instead.

Henry and Satan
go to the church.
Satan senses that
another demon is
afoot.

Leslie and Krystal
show up to the
cafeteria. They
block off the
doors. Henry kills
the demon.

Damian, intrigued
by Henry’s
abilities, decides to
take matters into
his own hands.
Kyle is a jerk to
Leslie. Leslie
throws shade at
Kyle and Krystal.

Damian sits in on
an English course.
Leslie is in the
same class.

Henry finally finds
the demon in the
bathroom,
manages to kill it.
Damian sets foot
on St. Thomas
school property.

Krystal helps
Leslie bandage
herself. The
demon shows up
to the bathroom.

The trio end up in
the principal’s
office. Krystal and
her dad talk about
Leslie and Henry.
Satan tells Henry
Detention for the
to keep an eye out, trio.
but the school
should be fine. He
leaves.
Class ends;
Damian and Satan
Damian watches
talk. Satan sends
Leslie talk to
Kevin to Hell.
Krystal.
Damian steals a
spell book.
Damian spots
Henry gets home
Henry, introduces from detention,
himself. Offers
argues with family.
Henry the chance
to switch sides.
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#
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

TEASER/ACT 1
TEASER: Henry
and Leslie,
working out.
They stumble
upon a demon,
kill it.
ACT 1: Leslie
drops Henry off
at his house.

The First Season
EPISODE THREE: Heaven Knows
ACT 2
ACT 3

Satan and Henry
have a
conversation about
Henry needing to
up his
performance.
Henry and Leslie,
in class. Mrs. Robs
drags Henry in
front of the class.
Rachel stops
Krystal, walking
Henry at the
down the hallway.
front door. Henry Marnie tries to
dodges her
stop her, Krystal
questions.
gets angry.
Leslie returns
Henry drops his
home; her
stuff off at home.
parents have
He finds a note
found her stash.
from Rachel;
They forbid her
emergency debate
from going out.
club meet, be home
later.
Kyle sneaks in
Damian tries to
Krystal’s
resurrect Kevin,
window. He
summons the
hides from
wrong demon.
Krystal’s dad.
Krystal breaks up
with him.
Damian, having
Leslie goes through
stolen a Spell
her first counseling
Book, looks for a session; the
way to resurrect counselor talks
Kevin.
about Leslie’s
mom. Calls mom.
Satan calls Henry Rachel goes home
to his office on
to find Henry isn’t
his way to
there. Henry and
school; tells him
Rachel argue while
about the quota.
Henry fights a
demon.

Rachel is waiting
for Henry at home.
Henry and Rachel
argue some more.
Henry searches
for the symbol.
Leslie shows up to
Andy’s looking for
Tracy; finds
Krystal instead.
Henry shows
Satan the spell
Damian tried to
use.
Leslie and Tracy
talk about their
relationship.

Stephen Seiber

ACT 4
Henry shows up to
the diner; the trio
leaves to find
Damian. They
realize he’s headed
to school.
Damian starts the
ritual again;
summons another
incorrect demon.
Krystal distracts
the board
members while
Henry and Leslie
search for Damian.
Henry and Leslie
fight with Damian;
Damian resurrects
Kevin.

Krystal watches
Damian walk into
the diner. She
warns Leslie.

Henry and Leslie
walk home; Satan
stops them and
talks to Henry.
Henry talks to
Rachel.

Henry tries to take
the car; sets the
car alarm off.
Takes a bike
instead.

Leslie is stopped
by her parents;
she tells them she
was with Krystal.

Krystal confronts
Damian; when he
tries to leave, she
slips her phone in
his bag.

Damian
reprimands Kevin,
threatens to kill
him if he’s crossed
again. Kevin helps
him to a foreclosed
home.
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EPISODE FOUR: House on A Hill
SCN # TEASER/ACT 1
1.
A boy and girl go
into Damian’s
home base. The
girl turns into a
demon, kills the
boy.
2.
Henry and Leslie,
on the way home.
Henry tells Leslie
demon hunting is
exhausting.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Rachel tells
Martha Henry’s
been good.
Martha lifts the
grounding.
Leslie goes home;
her parents have
scheduled a
group therapy
session.

ACT 2
Krystal tells Henry
and Leslie about
her phone still
tracking Damian.
Henry and Leslie
plan to go after him.
Damian leafs
through the book,
finds the nastiest
summoning spells.
Summons meaner
demons.
Leslie goes to
family therapy with
her parents.

Krystal goes home
to find her dad with
Kyle and Marnie.
They are having an
intervention about
Henry.
Damian finds
Henry and Leslie
Krystal’s phone in follow Krystal’s
his bag. He sends phone to Damian’s
out the last
house.
location; destroys
the phone.
Satan calls Henry While the kids are
into his office;
out, Martha invites
Damian’s
Perry and Erin over
collecting
for dinner. Rachel
demons.
tries to talk her out
of it.
Krystal gets in
Henry and Leslie
trouble with
enter the house;
Richard for losing they realize too late
her phone. She
that it’s a trap. The
finds the last
door seals behind
know location.
them.

ACT 3
Leslie calls Krystal
for help. Krystal
answers and talks
for a moment, but
Leslie’s cell service
dies.
Krystal tries to
leave, but Richard,
Kyle and Marnie
stop her.
Martha, Perry and
Erin start to talk
about the kids.
Things get a little
heated.
Henry and Leslie
make their way
through the house.
Henry kills a
demon. Damian
taunts them.
Krystal, fed up with
her treatment, outs
Kyle and Marnie
for having sex. She
leaves to save
Henry and Leslie.
The family fight
escalates. Rachel
stands up and tells
both families how
stupid the fight is.
Two demons grab
Henry and Leslie,
hold them down.
Damian comes in
to taunt them.

ACT 4
Krystal shows up;
can’t get the door
open. Leslie
escapes from her
demon, goes to
help her.
Damian promises
freedom if Henry
can kill Damian,
but Damian’s
demons won’t let
him near.
Krystal and Leslie
get the door open,
Leslie calls for
Henry.
Damian marks
Henry with a spell,
but Henry is able to
get out of the
house.
Henry and Leslie
walk into Henry’s
house to find both
of their parents
fuming..
Damian, with his
base discovered,
burns the
abandoned house
to the ground.
Krystal argues with
Richard about
Henry and Kyle.
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EPISODE FIVE: Sweet Things
SCN # TEASER/ACT 1

ACT 2

ACT 3

ACT 4

1.

Krystal asks why
Leslie is MIA. She
offers her help to
Henry.

Damian returns to
his new HQ. The
kids aren’t there.
He’s unhappy.

Damian saves
Krystal and kills
the third kid. He
admits his plan
wasn’t solid.

Damian tells the
other two to stay
put; he goes out to
find the third one.
The other two don’t
listen and leave.
Leslie and Tracy go
shopping in places
Leslie wouldn’t
shop. Tracy talks
about herself.

Henry tracks
demon child #2 to
an ice cream truck.
The demon child
wreaks havoc.

Henry shows up
after Damian
disappears. Krystal
gives Henry a
description.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

A husband and
wife walk out of a
grocery store to
find three kids
alone. The kids
(demons) attack.
Leslie is getting
ready. Henry calls
and asks about
Andy’s. Leslie has
plans with Tracy.
Henry tells
Rachel about
Tracy. Rachel
agrees with
Henry, but tells
him to let her be.
Satan calls.
Satan tells Henry
that a group of
demon children
have escaped and
are running
amok.
Leslie is waiting
at the mall by
herself. Enter
Tracy.

Krystal’s demon is
terrorizing people
outside of a
daycare. Krystal
calls for it. Demon
child #3 runs.

Leslie is waiting for
Henry at his
doorstep. Krystal:
“You can be
sidekick from now
on.” Talk about
Tracy.
Henry and Krystal
Leslie and Tracy
Henry steps out to
walk out of the
have it out in the
speak to Satan.
school. Krystal sees parking lot about
Rachel asks Leslie
the kid waiting by
how unsupportive what’s wrong.
her car. The kid
Tracy is. Tracy says Leslie confides in
attacks.
awful things.
her.
Damian finds the
Rachel calls Henry, Henry is in Satan’s
kid, but not before
asks him why he’s
office, tells him
Henry puts a stake
late. He dodges the about Damian
through its heart.
question. Henry
killing the demon.
He goes back to the kills demon child
others.
#2.
Damian, trying to Leslie slips and tells Damian wanders
Krystal goes home
wrangle the
Tracy she’s a
through the streets to change. Her dad
children. Quote:
lesbian. Tracy
trying to find the
asks about her
“This is my worst starts to object, at
kids. He spots
injuries.
plan yet.” One kid which point Leslie
Henry killing
is gone.
leaves.
demon #2.
The missing kid is Henry and Krystal
Krystal stops
Damian,
wandering
spot the two kids.
demon child #3.
resurrecting a
around outside of Krystal goes after
She tries to kill it,
demon. It takes his
St. Thomas’.
one and Henry goes but it pins her. It’s
shape, then
after the other.
about to kill her.
Henry’s. It grins.
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EPISODE SIX: Dear Sister
SCN
#
1.

TEASER/ACT 1

ACT 2

ACT 3

ACT 4

Krystal, on her
morning run. Goes
from light run to
getting away from
a copy of her.

Krystal grabs two
knives from the
kitchen. Gives one
to Henry.

Henry gives in for a
moment, forgetting
his dad is dead
Leslie has to help
him.

2.

Henry and Leslie
in Henry’s living
room, playing
video games.
Krystal calls
Henry.
Martha and Rachel
are clothes
shopping. They
spot Tracy.

Leslie gets home.
Her parents know
about Tracy. Leslie
doesn’t want to talk
about it.

Henry, Leslie and
Martha in the
hospital. The
doctors aren’t sure
Rachel will live.
Satan calls Henry.
Rachel waits in the
reception area.
Henry appears.
Satan offers her the
same Hunter deal.

3.

4.

5.

Henry goes to
Krystal’s house,
she tells him she
was out for a run
when a copy of
her chased her.
Leslie is driving
home when she
gets a call from
her mom. She
declines the call.

Henry and Krystal
sneak out the back
door to try to
surprise the demon.
The demon finds
them first.
Martha drops
Rachel off at the
house, says she has
a meeting to go to.

Henry goes back to
Rachel’s room.
Martha and Leslie
give them a
moment. Henry
tells her it’s real.
Tracy is waiting for
Leslie in the
cafeteria. Martha
tells Tracy she
needs to leave.
Henry walks into
the hallway to
breathe. Damian is
waiting for him.
Tells him to leave
his sister.
Henry tells Rachel
he has to leave. He
takes Leslie.
Martha gets upset
that they leave.
Rachel gives OK.
Henry and Leslie
go back to the
house, where they
last saw the
demon. Henry’s
late dad is there.

6.

Henry and Krystal
are in her house
when the doorbell
rings. Leslie is
waiting outside.

Krystal lands a
blow on demon
Leslie’s shoulder. It
runs off. Krystal
offers Henry a ride
back home.
Tracy shows up on
Leslie’s doorstep.
Leslie confronts
her, tells her to fuck
off.

7.

Leslie gets a call
from Henry; she
picks up. Fake
Leslie outside
Krystal’s is not on
the phone.

Henry is attacked
by the demon,
taking on Rachel’s
form. Henry
accidentally stabs
Rachel.

Krystal shows up at
the hospital, checks
up on Rachel.
Rachel says she
knows about the
Hunters.
Martha goes to the
parking lot, tells
Tracy to stay out of
Leslie’s life.
Leslie stabs Henry’s
dad, misses his
heart. It throws her
against the wall,
then resumes it’s
charade.
Rachel and Krystal
have a long
conversation about
what the Hunters
do.
Henry, snapping out
of it, stabs his dad in
the heart. It’s
dragged to Hell.
Krystal leaves
Rachel. Satan
reintroduces
himself to Rachel.
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EPISODE SEVEN: Absolution
SCN # TEASER/ACT 1

ACT 2

ACT 3

ACT 4

1.

Rachel is out
demon hunting
with Henry and
Leslie. She takes
damage. Henry
kills the demon.

Henry, Rachel and
Martha eat dinner
in silence. Martha
tries to prod.
Henry and Rachel
avoid it.

2.

Henry and Leslie
try to clean
Rachel up. Rachel
complains about
the wounds.

3.

Krystal is at the
mall. Her friends
appear and
accuse her of
cheating on Kyle
with Henry.
Martha notes that
Rachel has been
hanging out with
Henry a lot. She
tries to ask about
it.
Leslie tries to talk
to Henry about
what happened
with his dad. He
shrugs it off.
Satan calls Rachel
and Henry into
his office. Tells
them of a demon
posing as a priest.

Krystal goes out to
her car in the
parking lot. “SLUT”
is written in big,
red letters on
windshield. Damian
sees it.
Leslie takes Henry
aside, tries to talk
to him. She’s
interrupted by
Krystal’s phone call.
She leaves.
Henry and Rachel
get roped into
spending the day
with Martha.

Rachel fights off
the priest, runs
away from it.
Henry and Leslie
hear her
screaming, run
after her.
Krystal asks
Damian why he
must kill Henry.
Damian tells her
about the deal he
made with Satan.
Henry and Leslie
split up. Leslie
finds Rachel, finds
the demon too.
Leslie tries to kill
the demon, fails.
Damian admits that
he feels his human
side when he sees
Krystal. Krystal
tells him he needs
to leave.
Henry finds Leslie,
pinned by the
priest. Rachel
watches horrified.
Henry kills priest.
Leslie shows up at
Krystal’s house.
Krystal tells Leslie
about Damian and
the deal to kill
Henry.
Henry and Rachel
return home to see
Martha, angry that
they left. Rachel
goes directly to
bed, without
talking to Henry.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Damian, at the
mall enjoying
himself. He
speaks with the
priest, notices
Krystal. He
follows her.

Leslie gets to the
mall to find Krystal,
desperately using
napkins smudging
the paint on the
windshield.
Henry and Rachel
see the priest in the
grocery parking lot.
They ditch Martha
for a moment.
Henry and Rachel
try to take care of
the priest, but it
gets away. Martha
gets mad that they
tried to leave.
Krystal goes home,
tries to take a nap.
Outside Krystal’s
home, someone
lurks.

Krystal wakes up
to tapping on her
window. Kyle
enters, accuses her
of cheating with
Henry.
Martha,
exasperated, goes
to bed. Henry calls
Leslie, tells her to
meet him and
Rach. They leave.
Henry, Rachel and
Leslie walking
around at night.
Leslie tries to talk
to Henry again, he
gets mad.
Krystal continues
to fight with Kyle.
They break up.
Damian enters,
kicks Kyle out.
Rachel and Henry
argue about Henry
keeping things
from her. She
storms off.
Rachel gets caught
by the priest.
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EPISODE EIGHT: Blame Me
SCN#
1.

TEASER/ACT 1
Damian plots to
manipulate
Henry’s sister,
Rachel.

2.

Krystal and Leslie
wake up in
Krystal’s
bedroom.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

ACT 2
Henry returns
home to Martha,
who insists Henry
did something to
upset Rachel. They
fight.
Leslie returns
home to find Tracy
waiting for her
with Perry and
Erin.

ACT 3
Rachel calls Henry,
admitting she
helped Damian on
accident.

Henry is called into
Satan’s office. He
must round up the
demons within a
certain amount of
time.
Henry waits in the Damian takes
Leslie leaves her
kitchen with
Rachel to an area to house, finds out
coffee brewed.
summon demons.
from Krystal about
Rachel ignores
He tells Rachel he
Rachel screwing
him.
can seal the portal
up.
with Hunter blood.
Krystal and Leslie Henry tries to call
Henry tracks down
catch Henry at
Rachel, but can’t
one of the demons
school, tell him
get a response.
and sends it back.
about Damian’s
Krystal shows up
bet with Satan.
on his doorstep to
talk about Leslie
and Damian.
Satan taunts
Tracy has twisted
Leslie finds Rachel
Damian for
her story to Perry
sitting at home
starting to
and Erin, making it with Martha. She
develop human
sound as if Leslie is tells Rachel off for
feelings for
the problem. Leslie making Henry
Krystal.
argues.
clean up her mess.
Rachel blows up
Henry and Krystal
Damian shows up
on Henry, blaming go out looking for
at Krystal’s room.
him for her forced Rachel.
She tells him she
hunter status.
doesn’t want to see
him if he hurts her
friends.
Damian intercepts Rachel and Damian Henry manages to
Rachel, promising release six demons take two demons
her that he is
onto the streets.
out at once.
there to help.
One of them is the
Another catches
shapeshifter.
him by surprise.

ACT 4
Rachel shows up,
saves Henry.
Promises to help
him find the other
two.
Krystal confronts
Leslie and asks if
there’s anything
between them.
Leslie says they’re
friends.
Henry and Rachel
track down the last
two. Henry kills one.
The shapeshifter
turns into his dad
again.
Krystal thinks back
to when Damian
saved her. She looks
outside to see if he’s
there. He is, but she
can’t see him.
Rachel kills the
shapeshifter, saving
Henry.

Perry and Erin tell
Leslie that they’ve
signed her up to go
to counselling with
Tracy.
Satan calls Henry
and Rachel into his
office. Despite
Henry’s protests, he
casts Rachel into
Hell.
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EPISODE NINE: Burn
ACT 2
ACT 3
The second circle is Henry must fight to
a windy place. Its
make sure he isn’t
inhabitants assault
killed by the people
Henry as he tries to on the river, or
find Circle 3.
dragged in.

ACT 4
Henry gets away
from the harpies.
He finds the third
ring, violence on
God. He finds the
hold area.
Henry goes into
Leslie and Krystal
Leslie and Krystal
Damian storms into
Satan’s office,
go through Henry’s go back to Krystal’s Satan’s office,
demands Rachel
stuff trying to get
to form a new plan. unhappy about
be released. Satan demon hunting
Henry’s situation.
gives him 24 hours supplies. Martha
Satan brushes him
to find her.
finds them.
off.
Leslie tries to
Rachel is still in her Henry makes it
Leslie and Krystal
convince Henry to cell. Someone opens through to circle 6: find the demon
let her go with
it and peers in. They Heresy. Everyone is they let get away;
him. Henry won’t
pretend to be
in flaming tombs.
they kill him.
let her.
Henry.
His time moves
faster.
Henry enters the
Henry finds Circle 3: Rachel, in her cell,
Rachel is reluctant
first circle of Hell
Gluttony. He finds
screams for the
to open the door
(limbo). He runs
people flayed and
demons to stop.
for Henry. He is
into a child looking dismembered.
She stabs one of
attacked by the
for his mom.
Starved people try
them. Disembowel demon Leslie and
to kill him.
Krystal killed.
Henry gets the door
open.
Rachel is in her
Leslie and Krystal
Henry enters the
cell. She stands up, go out at night to
first ring of circle 7:
tries the door. It
hunt a demon. They Violence on others.
electrocutes her.
generally get
He crosses the
The lights shut off wrecked; but get
boiling blood river.
on her.
away.
Leslie and Krystal The banging on
Leslie and Krystal
Satan congratulates
decide that in
Rachel’s cell rages
reconsider their
Henry, admits he
Henry’s absence,
on. Rachel taunts
plans, accidentally didn’t think he’d be
they will hunt
Not-Henry
find Damian.
back. Sends him
demons.
home.
Henry finds his
Henry enters Circle Henry enters the
Henry shows up at
way to the
4: Greed. The
second ring,
Krystal’s says he
entrance to Circle
inhabitants are
violence against
needs to be with
2: Lust. Time
busy. He makes it to self. Harpies chase someone.
moves differently. Circle 5: Wrath.
Henry.
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EPISODE TEN: Why’d You Bring a Shotgun to The Party?
SCN# TEASER/ACT 1
ACT 2
ACT 3
ACT 4
1.
A group of teens,
Leslie and Tracy,
Henry and Leslie
Krystal watches the
smoking pot in the leaving the office.
meet Krystal at the partygoers pass out.
woods. They get
Leslie is picked up
party. Rachel
In the commotion,
attacked by a
by Perry and Erin.
leaves the group.
she goes upstairs.
demon.
2.
Henry and Krystal Damien confronts
Rachel sits at home. Leslie attacks
wake up in bed
Henry about
Martha asks why
Damian. Damian
together (nothing Krystal. Henry tells she didn’t go to the fights back, able to
sexual). Henry
Damien to deal with party. Rachel
physically hurt her.
talks about Hell.
it.
changes her mind.
3.
Rachel sits at the
Leslie and Krystal
Damian watches
Krystal comes
kitchen table,
meet at Andy’s
the party from afar, downstairs, shoots
blank. Martha
Diner. Krystal tells
waiting for the
Damian close-range
tries to ask her
Leslie about Henry
right moment to
with the shotgun.
where she was.
spending the night.
strike. A demon
spikes the punch.
4.
Leslie and Tracy,
Rachel and Henry
Krystal runs into
Rachel makes it
in counselling.
talk about stuff at
Kyle and Marnie;
back inside as
Tracy tries playing home. Rachel gets
Krystal throws her Henry starts to
victim. Leslie tries an e-vite to Krystal’s punch on Marnie’s wake up. A demon
to call her out.
party. Henry thinks face.
catches him. Rachel
demons will show
kills the demon.
up. Rachel opts out.
5.
Henry comes
Leslie confronts
Leslie catches
Krystal turns the
home, Rachel is
Henry about
Henry having a
shotgun on the
sitting on the
Krystal. Henry
drink. Henry
other demons, takes
couch. She tries to responds with
admits he doesn’t
them out. Damian
talk about what
concern over Tracy. get to go to parties. gets away.
happened.
6.
Satan calls Henry
Damian summons a Rachel arrives to
The partygoers
to his office. Henry small party of
the party, a bit too
start waking up. The
gets angry for
demons.
late. The doors all
gang decides to bail.
what happened to
shut.
his sister and him.
7.
Krystal
Krystal goes digging Henry and the
Satan brings
announces that
through her father’s other partygoers
Damian into his
she’s going to host stuff. She finds a
pass out. Damian
office. Satan tries to
a party.
large, wooden box.
arrives to the party. call for Damian to
She’s excited.
give up. Damian has
one more trick.
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EPISODE ELEVEN: Messed Up World
SCN# TEASER/ACT 1
ACT 2
ACT 3
1.
Henry gets the
“Mrs. Robs” goes
Henry runs away
beat down from
back to the school,
from “Mrs. Robs”
Damian. Damian
pretending
before she has the
almost kills him;
nothing’s wrong.
chance to kill him.
Henry wakes up.
Damian has full
Leslie sees him,
control over her.
chases him.
2.
Krystal, setting up Rachel stops Leslie
Rachel has another
in one half of the
in the hallway, asks Hell nightmare,
gym for the winter to talk. Rachel gets
wakes up
formal. Marnie’s
open about her
immediately. She
friends complain. experience in Hell.
thinks something is
in her closet.
3.
Henry and Leslie
Krystal returns to
Leslie catches up
sit in the car, talk
work on decorating with Henry, Henry
about his dream.
to find Marnie has
tells her he thinks
Rachel goes to
organized a mutiny. the shapeshifter is
school alone.
back.
4.
Mrs. Roberts is
Leslie and Rachel
Krystal manages to
out on a smoke
skip out on class;
overcome Marnie’s
break during
they go get high
mutiny efforts and
school. Damian
outside of Andy’s.
turns her cronies
kidnaps her.
back to her side.
5.

Krystal asks
Henry to go to the
dance with her. He
declines, Krystal
gets upset.

6.

Rachel is in class,
has a flash back to
being in Hell. She
stands up in class,
leaves.

7.

Damian opens the
Spell Book to a
page and starts to
read. Mrs. Roberts
becomes
possessed.

Henry, in gym class.
He’s halfway up the
rope when “Mrs.
Robs” requests his
presence.

Leslie asks to go to
the dance with
Henry to let loose,
he agrees to go, but
only because he
thinks Damian will
show up.
Leslie takes Rachel
Damian opens the
home, tells Rachel
Spell Book to a
to take it slow.
page labelled
Rachel goes to her
“Expansion” and
room, tries to sleep. possesses multiple
people.
“Mrs. Robs” fights
Leslie picks Henry
Henry. Henry moves up from his house.
to stab “Mrs. Robs”
As they drive away,
when Mrs. Roberts
a small group of
is free. She’s then
people watch them
repossessed, tries to leave.
kill Henry.
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ACT 4
Henry and Leslie go
to the Winter
Formal; make jokes
about the bloated
budget.
Principal Glover
complains to
Krystal that the
dance is severely
over budget.
Henry tries to talk
to Krystal, blowing
off Leslie. Leslie
steps outside;
smokes on her own.
Krystal sees Marnie
in the bathroom,
acting weird.
Marnie attacks
Krystal; Krystal gets
away.
Rachel sits home.
Martha asks where
Henry is. Mind
controlled people
rush in; Rachel
locks herself away.
Henry narrowly
escapes from the
dance. He finds
Krystal in the
hallway; they run
away.
Damian has taken
control of all the
minds in town. His
ultimatum; Henry
turns himself in, or
people start to die.
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EPISODE TWELVE: Waiting for A Friend
SCN# TEASER/ACT 1
ACT 2
ACT 3
1.
Damian reissues
Leslie runs away
Rachel and Leslie
his ultimatum,
from the crowd of
work on tying up
assures Kevin that people who try to
Krystal. Henry goes
everything will go help Tracy capture
through the first
according to plan. her.
aid kit.
2.
Henry and Krystal Henry and Rachel
Krystal wakes up
find Rachel at
watch as Damian’s
from Damian’s
home, locked in
grip on people
control, begs not to
her room. He asks falter; they find
be tied up. Rachel
Rachel where
their way to Andy’s. and Leslie explain
their mom is.
what she did.
3.
Leslie, baked off
Damian falls to the
Henry tries to tape
her fucking ass,
ground; Kevin helps some gauze to
tries to blend in
him up. Controlling himself. It’s a
with the people
so many people
bloody mess.
being mindtakes a toll on
controlled.
Damian.
4.
Henry and Rachel The gang hides at
Krystal starts to tell
deal with the
Andy’s. Leslie
the gang that they’ll
mind-controlled
breaks in, tells them never win. Henry
people who return she’s high, but not
puts a towel over a
to Henry’s home.
under Damian’s
face and covers her
control.
mouth.
5.

Leslie spots Tracy
walking. Leslie
tries to get Tracy
to go with her.

6.

Henry, Krystal
Rachel leave the
Duff house,
unsure of where
to go. They run
through
backyards.
Tracy, under
Damian’s control,
attempts to take
Leslie in. Leslie is
forced to fight
Tracy.

7.

Damian calls Mrs.
Robs to him. His
grip falters for a
second; she
wonders where she
is.
Henry goes looking
for a way to escape
Andy’s in case
anything happens.
The girls check out
the place for
weaponry.
Damian Facetimes
Henry to tell him he
will win. At the end
of the call, Krystal
stabs Henry in the
side.

Leslie makes a pot
of coffee. Henry
and Rachel talk
about what they
need to do with
Krystal.
Damian plots with
Kevin to take
Andy’s and capture
the kids.

More humans
descend upon
Andy’s; Krystal
starts to cackle,
demonic almost.
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ACT 4
Henry, Rachel and
Leslie escape from
Andy’s; they go to
the school to hide.
Krystal is brought
to Damian. He
allows her free will.
She hits him, angry
about his control.
A moment where
everyone is free.
Mrs. Robs is
questioning, until
Damian takes hold
again.
Henry starts
popping open
lockers, hoping to
find anything to
help them. Rachel
and Leslie tell him
to stay calm.
Damian awaits on
his throne;
everyone’s parents
assemble before
him.
Damian sends a
picture to Henry;
Henry’s, Leslie’s,
Krystal’s parents
with nooses around
their necks.
Henry makes the
ultimate decision;
he tells Rachel and
Leslie he must turn
himself over.
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EPISODE THIRTEEN: Kill Me
SCN#
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

TEASER/ACT 1
Henry goes to
Damian’s stage in
the church; turns
himself over.

ACT 2
Satan shows up in
Henry and Leslie’s
cell; tells them he
won’t help. Henry
loses his cool on
Satan.
Damian demands
Rachel goes to
Rachel and Leslie’s Leslie’s house;
presence; he
searches her room.
wants Henry’s
Doesn’t find what
friends to watch
she’s looking for.
him killed.
Leslie smokes her Krystal gains
last joint. She’s
enough free will to
high as a kite
tell Damian what a
while Rachel tries garbage being he is.
to think of a plan
Kevin comes and
to help.
tells Damian that
the ritual is ready.
Henry is dragged
Henry and Leslie,
by Krystal and
still in the cell, talk
Mrs. Robs to the
about the past. He
police station;
admits guilt for
they lock him up.
everything.
Leslie sneaks off,
Rachel goes
leaving Rachel on through Henry’s
her own to form a bedroom; finds
plan. Rachel is
exactly what she’s
attacked.
looking for. Starts
cooking.
Damian satisfied
Damian brings
with toying with
Krystal to Henry
Henry, falters for a and Leslie; allows
moment, only to
them to talk to her
pull himself
without his control.
together.
Leslie finds Henry Rachel turns herself
at the police
over, Damian
station, but is
announces that he
taken into custody will turn Henry’s
by Damian’s
soul into a demon.
goons.

ACT 3
Satan appears to
Damian, comments
on what a big
spectacle it is.

ACT 4
Satan explains that
Henry v. Damian
has been a fun
game designed to
torture Henry.

Rachel gives Leslie
and Krystal some
of the THC liquid.

Satan reveals that
Henry has been a
tool to torture his
friends and family
on Earth.

Damian drags
Henry to the
auditorium; leaves
him on stage.
Damian stabs
Henry.

Henry, Rachel,
Leslie and Krystal
each return to their
families, who don’t
remember
anything.

Mrs. Robs comes to
get the girls. Leslie
gets close to Mrs.
Robs, quietly slips
her liquid THC.
The girls are taken
to the auditorium,
held in front of
Henry. Damian
begins the ritual.

Damian, having
spent enough time
in holding, is free
game for the other
demons in Hell.
Mrs. Roberts
confronts Henry
about his afterschool activities.
She remembers the
kidnap.
Kevin, having
escaped Satan’s
clutches, holds
onto the Spell
Book.

Mrs. Robs starts to
wake up from
Damian’s control;
breaking the chain
of control.
Henry stabs
Damian in the
chest; killing him.
Everyone ends up
in Satan’s office.

Henry goes out for
another night of
demon hunting.
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Future Seasons:
The following pages contain brief one sentence descriptions on potential future episodes
for seasons two and three, as well as the main villains for each season.
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Season 2
Big Baddie - Satan
1. I Miss the Misery
Threatened with breach of contract, Henry returns to his normal demon hunting
duties.
2. I’m Not an Angel
Henry does the unthinkable to get out of his contract; he resurrects Damian from
Hell.
3. Dirty Work
Henry and Damian work together to undermine Satan’s rule. Satan, finding
Damian escaped, brings on a new hunter, Jackson, to monitor Henry.
4. You Call Me A Bitch Like It’s A Bad Thing
Leslie is possessed by a demon. Henry and Damian must figure out how to
exorcise her without killing her. Rachel and Krystal distract Jackson.
5. Here’s to Us
Henry celebrates his birthday. Krystal tries to teach Damian how to be a regular
human.
6. Sick Individual
Henry wakes up one morning with everything re-set to before demon hunting.
He starts to bounce back and forth between timelines. Which is real?
7. Gonna Get Mine
A demon is on the loose with the capability to steal human souls. Can Henry
defeat it before he loses his friends forever?
8. Bad Girl’s World
The girls are the only ones able to see the demon.
9. Scream
A demon capable of a deafening screech that incapacitates anyone nearby
arrives; the gang must defeat it without being able to hear.
10. The Reckoning
The gang encounters a demon that cannot be killed by conventional means, and
must try several ways to kill the demon.
11. What Were You Expecting?
Jackson finds out about Henry and Damian, and must decide whether to help
them, or turn them in.
12. Apocalyptic
Henry and Damian, having been turned in, must escape the depths of Hell and
find their way back to Earth. Satan unleashes demons on the town, and Leslie,
Krystal and Jackson must hide.
13. Amen
Henry banishes Satan to the ninth circle of Hell, where he will be trapped
forever. Damian assumes Satan’s position of power; pleads for Henry to return
as a hunter.
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Season 3
Big Baddie – Bad Henry
1. Weight of the World
Gearing up for senior year of high school, Henry continues to battle demons
while managing his anger issues.
2. Haunted
Henry in a demon-induced coma, must survive his personal demons while his
friends try to find a way to wake him up.
3. Everybody’s Fool
While trying to kill a demon, Henry is accidentally transported back in time, with
a previous hunter taking his place in the present.
4. Cloud Nine
A cupid-like demon plays match maker with the gang; matches made in Hell.
5. What You Want
A wish-granting demon makes Leslie’s dreams turn into her worst nightmares.
6. Erase This
A demon capable of causing amnesia makes Henry forget he is a demon hunter.
7. Your Star
A popular band arrives for a concert, but more sinister things are at work.
8. Snow White Queen
It’s Christmastime for the gang, and a demon snow queen has taken reign of the
town.
9. Taking Over Me
Henry finds that his rage is becoming more uncontrollable, putting himself and
his friends in danger.
10. Lose Control
Bad Henry splits off from good Henry, starts to cause mayhem.
11. Going Under
Good Henry has been cast into Hell, Damian and Jackson work to find him. Bad
Henry continues to cause chaos; Leslie and Krystal must stop him.
12. Like You
Henry must try to find a way to stop Bad Henry that Bad Henry doesn’t think of
first.
13. End of The Dream
Good Henry and Bad Henry face off, Good kills off Bad Henry. The gang graduates
high school.
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